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Introduction
Read Everything First
Research
Compare
Have Fun
The Goal:
From this . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . to this

. . . . Every week
with minimal work, water, and electrical usage.

The construction of the greenhouse itself (up to page 20) should be followed
according to this manual. Everything else can be adjusted or modified to fit your
needs. This manual was written from proven and working systems, but there are
many other options available. Some people have already purchased and/or
constructed aquaponic systems and grow beds from their own research and now
need a greenhouse. Some just want a greenhouse for flowers, ferns, lemon trees
and various other plants that need climate control. Use this book as a guide. We
just want you to be successful and have something that will last for many years to
come. Feel free to contact us through our website with your questions, ideas and
suggestions. We can never stop learning. www.CompleteGreenhouse.com
Happy Growing!
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Site Preparation {the first step to a successful greenhouse}
There is no substitute for good site preparation. Site should be level, at least 12 feet from any building,
tree etc, and get a minimum of 6 hours of direct sunlight per day. You will also need access to water and
electric. Measure and orient the greenhouse with the front (door and fan) facing south.
Level Ground - The area selected should be well drained and free of vegetation, large surface stones,
and debris. The steel ground posts will be driven 2 feet into the ground, so know all underground
utilities and obstructions. Call 1-800-DIG-SAFE if there are any questions at all.
Ground Cloth - A good weed barrier/landscape cloth or plastic should be used. This should keep the
weeds out of your greenhouse. Gravel can be used on top to finish leveling the site and for a floor or
base. If you are going to grow conventionally (dirt) the ground cloth and gravel are not needed.
Gravel - Check with your local supplier for concrete aggregate or CA. The price is usually around $9/yard
+ delivery. ¾” gravel is great for fill, floor, and grow beds. Make sure the gravel is clean.
(If doing Aquaponics you will need 3 yards for the 24'GH or 5 yards for the 36'GH for the grow beds)
It is most economical to order all the gravel you need at one time. (one delivery charge)
Water - Access to water can be a garden hose, pond pump, well, elevated water tank, or an
underground supply line.
Electric - Can be as simple as an extension cord or a complete electrical service installed by an
electrician. Solar and wind power systems work great as well because of the low electrical needs.
If you are doing a concrete floor, please follow these instructions. (Slab could also be poured after posts in)
Concrete Slab - 17 feet 10 inches in width and at least 1 foot longer than your greenhouse. Consider 4-5
feet longer for a nice entry area (south end where the entry area is). 3 inch thickness is more than
plenty. No footings needed. Anchor bolts on the north and south (short) ends to attach end walls would
be great but not necessary. Anchor bolt spacing - start from north end and from long side. Place every
24” South end bolts start exactly 24' or 36' from north end bolts. (See site prep on web site)
The orientation of your greenhouse should be close to this for even sunlight and the most efficient
insulation.
Back Wall
Concrete slab

N

17’10”

Prepare area longer and wider than your greenhouse if not concrete

Greenhouse

Optional additional length for entry
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Ground Post Layout
In this step, you’ll identify the location of, square, and install the four corner Ground Posts
Determine the direction in which you want to orient the greenhouse. Optimal growing, heating and
cooling conditions are achieved when this style of greenhouse is oriented with the back wall facing
as close to north as possible. Any direction will work if this is not possible.
Drive a Marking Spike into ground where you want to position the left front corner ground post.
Using a Tape Measure, measure directly across from the left front marking spike the width of your
greenhouse (18’) and drive marking spike into the ground to mark position of the right front corner
ground post. Important note: The most commonly accepted measurement practice is “on center”,
which means measuring from the center of a reference point to the center of the next reference point.
Now, measure out the length of your greenhouse from the center of the front spikes. Drive spikes into
the ground to mark the location of the left rear and right rear corner ground posts.
To check for square, measure from the left front to the right rear spikes, and from the right front to
left rear spikes. Both measurements should be the same. If not, recheck your width and length
measurements and reposition spikes accordingly.
Using the Ground Post Driver, Sledgehammer, and ground posts, install the left and right front
corner ground posts. Center post over spike, twist slightly to mark location in soil surface, then
remove marking spike. Orient posts so that the predrilled holes face the inside and outside of the
greenhouse (you will attach the bows through these holes in later steps).
Set ground posts into soil mark, slip ground post driver into ground post and drive posts into the
ground to the mark you made on the posts. With the Torpedo or 2 ft. Level, check for level on top of
and two sides of the ground post once or twice as you drive it and again when it is fully driven.
Now you’ll use a triangulation method (or the optional Site Level or Transit) to recheck the position
of the left rear corner ground post and square it with the other corner posts.
Using Mason Line, tie a line from the left front ground post to the right front ground post; tie it
tightly.
Using a 25 ft. tape measure, measure from the left front ground post to the right front ground post. At
the 12-foot mark, drive a marking spike into the ground; make sure it is aligned with the line.
Now measure from the left front ground post in the direction of the left rear ground post. At the 16foot mark, drive a marking spike into the ground.
Measure from Point B to Point C; if square, this should equal 20 feet.
Install the left rear ground post as you installed the front ground posts.
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You can use this triangulation method on the opposite side to recheck the position of the right rear
corner ground post and install the post as described above.

This is one way to make sure your corner is square.
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As a last check for square, measure diagonally from the right front to left rear ground post, and
from left front to right rear ground post (make all measurements from the outside of the posts).
The measure should be equal, although a 1 to 2 inch difference is acceptable.

The diagonal measurement for the 24’ greenhouse is 30’
The diagonal measurement for the 36’ greenhouse is 40’3”

Ground Post Installation & Alignment
With the four corner posts now installed and squared, the next step is to install and align the
remaining ground posts. This step is best accomplished with two people.
One person can perform this step; however, two or more people are recommended due to the
strenuous nature of the work and the need to do multiple measurements, as the ground posts are set.
This is a very important step, so take the time to do it correctly.
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You may run into the situation where the ground post you are driving meets with a very large
subsurface stone that cannot be removed. If this happens with ground posts other than the corner
ground posts (which must be installed at the full depth specified), it is an acceptable practice to cut
off up to a foot of the bottom of the ground post to accommodate the subsurface obstruction. You
do want to check which way the obstruction is running before you cut a post, as you never want to
cut consecutive posts short. Use the Digging/Breaker Bar or other tool to probe the subsurface to
determine the size of the obstruction and insure it doesn’t run under where the next post is to be
placed. If it does, you will have to either remove the stone or drill through it to accept the next post.
Using the tape measure, mark the mason twine at 4 foot increments with the permanent marker to
indicate the ground post positions. Do this on both the left and right sides.
Line up a ground post adjacent to the left front corner ground post, and lined up with the mark on the
twine. The predrilled hole in the ground post should face towards the inside and outside of the
greenhouse.
Using Ground Post Driver, and Sledgehammer, drive the ground post into the ground. While
driving post, stop once or twice to check level using the Torpedo or 2 ft. Level on at least two sides
of the post, and again when it is fully driven; correct as needed to bring into level (Tip: wedging
small stones against the base of the post and striking them with the sledgehammer in the direction of
level can help bring a partially driven ground post back to level). The ground post should be even
with the line and level on at least two sides when fully driven. It should be firmly in the ground; if
there is any play, wedge stones near the base of the ground post at the soil line to hold it firm. If you
are driving into very sandy soil, the ground posts may require concrete around the subsurface portion
of the post to hold it firmly in the ground. If so, excavate post hole to a depth of 24 inches and a
diameter of 12 inches. Insert ground post into hole and backfill hole with concrete. Check that
ground post is level after the concrete has been poured by using torpedo level on top and at least two
sides. Support the ground post with batter boards to insure it remains level while the concrete cures.
Use the 4 ft Level to check level between the left front ground post and the newly installed ground
post; reposition post if necessary to bring into level with the left front ground post. You may also opt
to use a line level attached to the twine, a method that works equally well.
Repeat the above steps to install the remaining ground posts on both sides of the greenhouse.
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Using a double string wrapped around the corner ground posts provides an accurate location for
ground post installation

Measure 48” between centers for all ground posts.
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Assemble the Steel Frame
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Assemble & Install Bows
and Ridge Purlins
In this step, you will assemble the half end bows and half middle bows together using ridge
connectors. You will then install the completed end and middle bows into the ground posts. This step
requires two to three people.
Half End Bows
Half Middle Bows
5/16” Hex Nut
5/16” x 2½” Carriage Bolt
6” x 3/8” Marking Spike
3/8” Drill Bit
5/16” x 1 ½ ” Carriage Bolt
2” OD Ridge Connector
Electric Drill and Pipe Wrench if needed

Bow Assembly
We recommend that you layout the half bows with the ends of the bows adjacent to the ground posts,
and the tops of the bows pointing into and towards the back of the greenhouse. Place a ridge
connector near the junction of the half bows. Start at the front of the greenhouse with (2) half end
bows. They are distinguished by their predrilled hole in one place for purlin attachments; the
intermediate bows do not have this feature.
Note: if you had to dig a trench to install ground posts, it is acceptable to attach the baseboard
to the ground posts to prevent the bows from falling over due to the unstable ground.
Start with the front end bow. Assemble two Half End Bows together by inserting them into the
Ridge Connector. Align the predrilled holes in the ridge connector with the predrilled holes in the
half end bows. Fasten the ridge connector to the half end bows using two each Carriage Bolt (5/16
in. x 2 ½ in.) and Hex Nut (5/16 in.). Insert carriage bolt through top of the ridge connector so that
threads are inside the greenhouse. Thread hex nut onto bolt and tighten.
With one person on either end of assembled gable end bow, lift bow and slip one end of the bow into
the right front ground post.
Now insert the other end of bow into the left front ground post. Because the bow is engineered to be
flexible, you may have to pull or push the bow slightly in the direction of the post to allow it to slip
into the post.
Loosely secure the bow to the ground posts, using Carriage Bolt (5/16 in. x 2 1/2 in.) and Hex Nut
(5/16 in.). Align the predrilled holes in the ground post and bow to accept the carriage bolt; you may
need to twist the ground post slightly with the Pipe Wrench to make the holes align properly. From
the outside of the ground post, slide the carriage bolt through the hole of the ground post and bow so
that the threads of the carriage bolt face the inside of the greenhouse; hand tighten the nut onto the
bolt. If the carriage bolt does not go through the predrilled holes easily, do not force it – you will
damage the carriage bolt threads. Use Drill Bit, 3/8 in. and Electric Drill to re-drill the hole from the
inside to the outside. This will correct minor misalignments if you cannot align the predrilled holes
by twisting the ground post with the pipe wrench. Now assemble the middle bows. Assemble two
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Half Middle Bows together by inserting them into a ridge connector. Align the predrilled holes in
the ridge connector with the predrilled holes in the half middle bows. Fasten them together the same
way you fastened the ridge connector and half end bows.
Lift assembled middle bow and insert into next set of ground posts. Fasten as you did with the end
bow installation, and repeat until all the bows are assembled.

Install Ridge Purlins
Next, you will install the long and short ridge purlins that run along the top of the greenhouse. This
assembly requires a minimum of 2 people. For this assembly, you’ll need the following items:
Ridge Purlin Long, swedged end
Ridge Purlin, Short (length variable)
5/16” x 4” Carriage Bolt
5/16” Hex Nut
Ratchet with 1/2 in. Socket
Electric Drill
10 ft. Stepladders
Start with the front end bow and work sequentially, bow by bow, towards the rear end bow. Start
with the ridge purlin run first. Attach Ridge Purlin, Long and Ridge Purlin, Short first.
NOTE: The ridge purlin is installed over the ridge connector. Installing the ridge purlin over the
ridge connector gives the ridge a more peaked profile. Installing the ridge purlin under the ridge
connector is not recommended because poly can more easily get snagged on a bolt of a ridge
connector.
Position Ridge Purlin, Long along the greenhouse peak, on top of the ridge connectors; this requires
2 people on 10 ft. Stepladders. The long ridge purlin has a plain end and a swedged end (the long
ridge purlins are distinguished by a predrilled hole in the plain and swedged ends; the long side
purlins are not drilled through the swedged end). Align the predrilled hole in the plain end of the long
ridge purlin with the predrilled hole in the center of the ridge connector. See Detail C, Figure 11.
With your helper holding the long ridge purlin steady at the other end, attach it to the gable end bow
by inserting Carriage Bolt (5/16 in. x 4 in.) through the purlin and ridge connector so that the bolt
threads are inside the greenhouse, Thread Hex Nut (5/16 in.) onto carriage bolt and hand tighten.
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Fasten the long ridge purlin to the ridge connectors as described above to the next four middle bows.
Slide the plain end of the short purlin onto the swedged end of the installed long ridge purlin. Insure
the swedged end of the long ridge purlin is correctly seated. Align the predrilled holes in the swedged
and plain ends of the purlins with the predrilled hole in the ridge connector and fasten as you did on
the previous bows.
Complete the installation by bolting the short ridge purlin to the rear gable end bow using a 5/16” x
4” carriage bolt and 5/16” hex nut.

Install Side Purlins
In this step, you will install the long and short side purlins that run the length of the greenhouse. This
step requires a minimum of 2 people. For this step, you’ll need the following items:
5/16” x 4” Carriage Bolt
5/16” Hex Nut
1 5/8” x 1 3/8” Cross Connector
Positioning Jig
Tek Screw
Side End Purlin, Long 1 hole, swedged end
Middle Purlin swedged end, no holes
Side End Purlin, Short, 1 hole
Ratchet with 7/16 in. Socket and ½ in. Deep Socket; 8’ or 10’ Stepladders

There are two runs, one each on either side of the greenhouse. They bolt to the gable end bows just
like the ridge purlins, except they are attached on the inside of the greenhouse. They are fastened to
the middle bows with cross connectors. Cross Connector, consists of two metal straps fastened
together around the purlin and bow by two ¼ inch x 1 inch carriage bolts and two ¼ inch hex nuts.
See Figure 11, Detail D. The inside of the middle bows are marked with blue reference lines to
indicate where to fasten the purlin to the middle bow with the cross connector. Use the blue reference
lines as a guide only; the position of the ground posts greatly affects bow alignment.
Attach Side End Purlin, Long to gable end bow. Align the predrilled hole in the gable end bow with
the predrilled hole in the plain end of the long side purlin (Tip: if the predrilled holes in the gable end
bow and purlin will not align, recheck the plumb of the ground posts with the torpedo level; if not
plumb, then the purlin and ridge holes will not align). Attach by inserting Carr Bolt 5/16”x 4”
through the gable end bow, into and through the long side end purlin so that the threads are facing the
inside of the greenhouse. Thread a hex nut onto the carriage bolt, and tighten as previously directed.
Once the long side end purlin is fastened to the end bow, attach the purlin to the next four middle
bows with cross connectors. Have your helpers hold Positioning Jig, between the front end bow and
the adjacent middle bow on both sides of the greenhouse. They should hold the jig chest high on the
outside of the greenhouse, with the bows in the center cutouts of the jig.
You and your other helper should be inside the greenhouse on 8 ft. Stepladders. Have your helper
support the long side end purlin. Align the purlin with the blue line on the middle bow and fasten
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purlin to the bow with the cross connector. Orient cross connector hardware so that the carriage bolt
threads face the floor of the greenhouse. Tighten cross connector hex nuts sufficiently to keep the
purlin from slipping, but do not tighten all the way. Continuously observe the perpendicularity and
alignment of the bows during assembly; adjust as necessary by repositioning ground posts.
Move positioning jigs down one bow, and repeat the above step until you reach the end of the long
side end purlin.
When you reach the end of the long side end purlin, insure that the plain end of the Side Purlin,
Short is fully seated into the long side end purlin. Make certain that your helpers have the jigs in
place between bows. Attach the long side middle purlin to the short side end purlin using two Item
18, Tek Screws and the electric drill fitted with Magnetic Driver, 5/16 in. Tek screws should be
placed at one inch and two inches from the purlin union – see Figure 11, Detail B; - and oriented
downward away from the greenhouse roof. (Tip: when driving Tek screws, start drill slowly,
increasing speed as screw bites into the purlin. If your drill is equipped with an adjustable
clutch/torque, set the torque setting just below the drill setting. Do not over tighten).

Attach the short side end purlin to the rear end bow as you attached the long side end purlin to the
front end bow.
Repeat above steps to install the other side purlin run on the opposite side of the greenhouse.
Once the side purlin runs are installed, go back and verify the positioning of the side purlins and
cross connectors against the blue lines on the bows.
Tighten all hardware in the following order; start at the top with the ridge purlin. Tighten using
Ratchet with ½ in. Deep Socket. If using an electric drill equipped with an adjustable clutch/torque
setting, set it back five stops from the highest setting. Do not over tighten the bolts. The nuts should
be a half turn past snug. Tighten all ridge connector hardware after the ridge purlins (use the same
ratchet/drill socket setup as you did for the ridge purlin). Next, tighten all cross connector hardware
with ratchet or electric drill fitted with 7/16 in. socket. Lastly, tighten the carriage bolts and hex nuts
holding the bows to the ground posts using the ratchet or drill fitted with the ½ in. deep socket.
***Tip: After tightening the ridge connector, ridge purlin, and end bow hardware, apply a layer or
two of duct tape over the heads of the carriage bolts. This will prevent the poly film from snagging
on them as you adjust the poly film over the frame.
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Install Baseboards & Wind Bracing
The final step of the greenhouse structural framework is to install the baseboards. This step requires
two people. For this step you will need:
Baseboard, 2x8
(2) 2-hole pipe straps, (4) woodmate screws, and (1) tek screw per ground post
2 or 4 ft. Level
Magnetic Driver
Drill
Round Point Shovel
Pickaxe
Splicing Cleats or Metal Wood Splicer (optional)
Refer to the photos and illustrations below to complete this step.
We recommend that the baseboard and any other wood used to construct the greenhouse be treated or
naturally resistant to decay and insects. Two woods naturally resistant to decay and insects are cedar
and redwood, but they are generally very expensive. Wood treated with borax or other sodium-based
preservatives (Wolman) are considered to be organic treatments and are excellent in resisting insects
and decay. Wood that has been pressure treated with Copper Chromium Arsenate (CCA) is another
acceptable treatment; it is very popular with greenhouse owners and is widely used in the industry.
We do not recommend any wood that has been treated with petroleum derivatives, such as creosote,
coal tars, or penta. These preservatives outgas fumes that are detrimental to polyethylene coverings
and especially to plant health.
*NOTE: For baseboards, use 2 - 8’ boards per side plus the 12’ boards. Cut 21” off each 8’
board. You will use these 21” pcs for the ends of the 24” wide grow beds.
If necessary, remove any soil along the outside perimeter of the ground posts with Round Point
Shovel and/or Pickaxe so that Baseboard, doesn’t rest on high points in the soil. Pull any excess soil
to the outside of the greenhouse, as you will be banking it back against the baseboard.
With 2 ft. Level, check level of baseboard.
For each ground post, from the inside of the greenhouse, attach (2) two hole pipe straps with
woodmate screws and only 1 tek screw in one of the 2-hole pipe straps.
Repeat above three steps for the next two ground posts.
Now splice installed baseboard with next baseboard section. Use wood cleats made from excess
material, check level, and fasten either joiner with wood screws that are an appropriate length for the
work. If you are using wood cleats, install them on the surface that faces the inside of the greenhouse,
as the outside surface will be used to attach your poly fastening system. Check level, drill hole, and
install hardware as directed above. Repeat above steps until baseboards are installed on both sides of
greenhouse.
Bank soil against the inside and outside of the baseboard to fill any gaps between the baseboard and
the ground.
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Tek screw

wood screws

Baseboard installation

Splice

View from inside the greenhouse

Lumber needed for this step:
24’ Greenhouse : (4) 2x8x8 and (2) 2x8x12’
36’ Greenhouse : (4) 2x8x8’ and (4) 2x8x12’
*NOTE: For baseboards, use 2 - 8’ boards per side plus the
12’ boards. Cut 21” off each 8’ board. You will use these
21” pcs for the ends of the 24” wide grow beds.
Start with the cut 8’ board, 2” outside the corner post. Next
use the 12’ board(s) and finish with the other cut 8’ board.
Trim to 2” past the corner post.

Corner post
View from inside the greenhouse

Splice the boards together on the inside of the greenhouse.
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Diagonal Wind Bracing
Wind braces are 54” long and there are two used in each of the four corners of the greenhouse. They
are attached as per the photo with brace bands, 1.5” carriage bolts and nuts.
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Framing End Walls
Attach 4 end wall brackets on each half of the front wall and 5 end wall brackets on each half of the back
wall. Spread brace bands apart a little for easier installation.

Lumber for end walls:
16 – 2x4x8’
6 – 2x4x12’
3 – 1x2x6’ - (8’ if 6’ not available)
2 – 4x4x12’ (must be straight)
5 – sheets of 7/16” 4’x8’ OSB or treated plywood (1 extra would be good just in case – mistakes happen)
5 – sheets of 1x4’x8’ foil one side insulboard if this is your insulation.
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Front Wall: (you can design anyway you want, but this works very well)
Begin by installing two vertical 4x4 members for the door. Dig 2 post holes around 24” deep for
4x4s. Make sure they are plumb. You can either set verticals in concrete or in compacted ground and
attach to a sill. However, be aware that under certain conditions frost heaving can occur with an
unheated greenhouse. Each vertical member will use one bag of concrete mix.
TIP: Install one 4x4 (hinge side), attach the door, then install the other 4x4 and top 2x4 for a perfect
fit. Make sure the bottom of the door is close to where the bottom of the sill will be. The inside
measurement is 36” for the door.
Frame out the vertical 2x4 members that will be used for the fan. (24.5”x 24.5” opening) You will
need a second 2x4 on top of the door and 2-2x4s on top of the fan for wire lock. Install the fan.
*Notch each end of the sill plates (front and back wall) to fit around the end bows.
Frame out the horizontal members.

8 brace bands and 2x4 brackets are attached to the steel frame.

Front – South End – (1 foot squares) This is designed for a 36” wide door and a 24” exhaust fan.

Notch sill 2x4 around end post

base board

Concrete may be added to the post holes at the bottom of 4x4 door frame, but usually not necessary
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Back Wall: (all verticals should be 24” on center)
Begin by installing two vertical 2x4 members for the evaporative cooler opening. (72” on center)
Make sure they are plumb. You can either set verticals in concrete or in compacted ground and
attach to a sill. Note: The 2 short top verticals will not be 24”OC because of the ridge connector.
Attach the 3 other long verticals 24” on center. (end bow to sill)
Attach horizontals and then the other verticals. The verticals under the cooler opening are 52”.
The opening for the evaporative cooler is 63”inside x 34”inside. Install the 2 extra verticals.
The opening for the access panel is 4’x4’on center. (See diagram below)
*TIP: Cut back wall material (outer and insulation) using the framing to trace curves etc.
Install the back wall covering. (OSB, Plywood, etc.) Keep the 4’x4’ access panel off ( if the IBC not inside)
Install the screen with 1x2 trim directly to the back wall. (pre-drill the 1x2 to avoid cracking)
The cover for the opening for winter can be just a panel screwed directly to the back wall, open
down with hinges, or split and open to the right and left with hinges.

Back – North End - (1 foot squares) – 10 brace bands and 2x4 brackets

Note: Hold the back wall material against wall to trace the curves etc.
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5 - 4x8 plywood or OSB sheets: dotted lines should be drawn from template or end bow and cut.
2 sides (trace form frame) and small middle

Top and small middle piece (trace top curve from frame)

Sides of evaporative cooler pad opening
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Back wall screen – From the outside, tack the aluminum screen at the corners. Cut 1x2s to fit. Pre-drill
the 1x2s and screw directly to the back wall with the screen sandwiched between.

This should be done after the evaporative cooler pads are in place.
The cover for the back wall screen for winter can be as simple as a piece of plywood screwed to the back
wall, a piece with hinges at the bottom to open downward, or 2 doors that open out.

Front Wall: Attach wire lock base to inside and outside of sill and around the door and fan.
TIP: Pre-drill all wire lock base for easier installation.
Back Wall: Cut and install the insulboard inside the 2x4s on the back wall with the foil facing in.
Tape the edges to the metal frame with silver metal tape. Tape anywhere the insulation needs it.
You can use other insulation as well. The more the better.
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Wire Lock and Poly

Attach single wire lock base to top of front end bow with ¾” tek screws spaced every 12”.

Wire lock will bend around the bows. Pre-drill all wire lock for easier installation.
Butt two pieces of wire lock up to ridge pole at the peak. One piece will be from the peak down on
the left side and the other piece will be from the peak down on the right side. There will be sharp
edges and you will have to add some duct tape to protect the sharp edges from ripping the poly.
Single wire lock shown below.

Wire lock is terminated at the ridge purlin. A small opening in the poly where air can escape is irrelevant.

If there are any sharp edges, use a little bit of duct tape
Screws are placed a minimum of 12” apart

TIP: Start with the wire lock base at the bottom and install the 8’ piece starting from the
bottom up. Next butt another 8’ piece up to the ridge pole, measure and cut. Attach the first
screw near the top and work down. This will give you more leverage for the bends,
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Attach the back end wall wire lock in the same way. The back wire lock is wider. The flat width
faces outside and will go over the top of the back wall material. (plywood, OSB, metal, etc.)

Outside -------------------------Inside

Single wire lock on Baseboards:
Install wire lock along lower baseboard with 1½” wood screws spaced every 12” apart.
Pre-drill wire lock for easier installation. Attach about in the middle of the baseboard.

(Wire lock shown is a little too low)
You will want to leave room for hooks or screws below the wire lock base for the shade cloth.
Attach wire lock base to the inside and outside of the front wall. Attach to the bottom (sill) 2x4s, up both
4x4s, and one piece above the fan, Again both inside and outside.

All wire lock should now be in place.
Attach the inflation blower bracket on the second bow from front just above the curve of the bow
and tape edges.
TIP: If you are working in the hot part of the year, it is advisable to complete the beds, tanks
and plumbing before you put the poly on. It will be cooler to work in. You can also put your
shade cloth over the top for some partial shade.
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Installing polyethylene film
Poly should be put on in the early morning hours when the air is calm and there is little or no breeze.
If covering with an infrared poly film, this layer goes on first. It does not matter which way it is
oriented since there is not an upside down or right side up.
If you are covering with an extra long roll of poly (such as using one 50 ft. long roll for a 24 ft. long
house), you will have to cut the poly at the halfway point for your second layer of covering
Use a minimum of 3 people to put poly on a greenhouse
Have your wires for your wire lock spread out all around the greenhouse so they are ready for
installation. It is recommended to cut up a few small sections of 1 ft. long pieces for quick
installation. Work the wires into the groove. Do not snap the wires into the groove because this can
rip the poly.
You will need to have either a tall step ladder or extension ladder at each end of the greenhouse
Attach the blower bracket deflector kit before you install poly. See instructions inside the package.
This should be installed on the first bow from the end just above the curve
It is not the manufacturer’s recommendation to install poly in temperatures of less than 40 degrees
Good inflation will create a “pillow” of about 6” to 18”
If your poly has a rip, you can purchase clear “Gorilla Tape” or special greenhouse tape to repair it.
Install the outside front wall poly first. There are 2 identical pieces – inside and outside.
The inside front can be done now or later, but more care must be taken when trimming after the top
poly is on.

TIP: Mark the center of the poly before starting. This will make it much easier to line it up correctly.
Start at the top and work out using short pieces of wire to hold in place and get relatively wrinkle free.
Install wire around fan and door. Trim out for fan and door after wire is installed.
Install a few short wires to bottom to hold in place. Bottom to be completed after top is fully installed.

Trim excess poly when completed, but not too close until after top poly is installed.
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The inside front poly is started from the bottom and held in place with a few small wires at bottom.
Work up and install wire lock around door and fan. You may also have to use batten tape (a white ¾”
wide plastic material) to enhance holding power of poly to frame work. Trim the top and tape the top
of the poly directly to the end bow with clear “Gorilla” tape.
Next is the top Poly.
TIP: Mark the center of both pieces of poly on both ends and middle before starting. This will make it
much easier to line it up correctly.
If you have up-graded to the IR/AC poly, it is installed first. (inside layer)

Installation:
1. Lay poly along side of greenhouse in one corner. The roll of poly is 8 ft. long so you will need
about 10 ft. of working space
2. Roll out poly along one side of greenhouse to the other end. Use a tarp on the ground if necessary
to keep the poly as clean as possible.
3. Tie a rope such as a nylon clothes line to a tennis ball and tape to the poly. This will allow you to
throw the tennis ball over the greenhouse with the rope attached to the tennis ball and poly. You will
then be able to pull the poly over the middle of the greenhouse. We have also just thrown paracord
over the top without a ball.
4. Start at one end and begin pulling the poly over the greenhouse. Slowly work the poly over the
greenhouse making sure it does not get caught on any hardware on the bows or purlins
5. After the first layer is pulled completely over the greenhouse, temporarily secure the poly in the
four corners with a wire lock wire
6. Cut an “X” in the poly at the blower bracket and install the white deflector by twisting and locking
it into place (see below)
7. Roll out second layer of poly if used and follow the previous sequence to install second layer. Do
not pull the poly tight. You want to ensure inflation by letting it drape into its natural position.
Remove the temporary wires from the first layer and re-install them so they are now holding both
layers of film in its place
8. Install the wire lock wires on the front end bows completely. Remove temporary wires as you
work from middle out on each side.
9. Then install the wires along the sides working from the completed end bow towards the
uncompleted back end bow
10. Add wires to the back end bow
11. Once the blower is turned on, let the poly inflate completely and then close the door on the
blower about half way. Turn blower on as soon as poly and wire lock is finished.
12. Trim poly so that there is about 2” of extra poly past the wire lock
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Inflation blower mounted on the second bow from front just above the curve of the bow
Turn on inflation blower ASAP. This will help with even inflation. Inflation jumpers are normally not
necessary, but are available if needed. Separate instructions come with the jumper.
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Do not pull poly tight, let it drape over greenhouse and install wires. Make sure it is as straight as
possible.

Single wire lock shown with wire and plastic

Wires being “wiggled” into place, not “snapped”
End wall poly should be pulled tight and finish installing wire.
Trim excess poly at top when completed. Larger pieces can be used under gravel at entrance.
Excess poly at the bottom can be your friend. Use it to help keep weeds etc. away from the edge of
the greenhouse.
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This is what you should have this far: (complete DIY manual available after purchase)

Front

Back

Paintd OSB – back wall

Poly and shade cloth

Insulation and cooler pads

